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Sigma Chi
& TriDeltc.,,
claim firsts
~

By Stephanie Dorsey
AS LIPS Reporter
This year's homecoming seems to have
come off without a snag. "I got a lot of
good comments out of it", said Special
Event Programer, Kristin Friehauf. "I
actually had fun this year"
Every residence hail participated in the
events along with representatives from
the Greek system. Each fraternity and
sorority paired up to provide a team.
At the Songfest, University Owned
Housing's "Los Vagabundos" took the
prize with a Brazilian anti-government
song. "The Seward Supremes" and "New
Live Crew" came in second and third.
Sigma Chi and Delta Delta Delta won
the float contest, while University
Owned Housing and Seward Hall tied for
second and University Hail placed third.
The house decorating award also went
to the Sigma Chi and Delta Delta Delta
team. However, this time Todd and
University Hail took second and third.
Sigma Chi and Delta Delta Delta
received second place for their sign.
University Owned Housing gathered
points for third and Regester Hall made a
grand showing with their first place.
Overall the Sigma Chi and Delta Delta
Delta team showed their outstanding
school spirit by taking first place.
University-Owned Housing and Seward
Hall came in second and third.
At the Homecoming game, John Otter
and Molly McDonald were declared king
and queen. The can crushing contest
resulted in Anderson/Langdon Hall and
the Gamma Phi Betas and Kappa Sigma
team taking first.

Senate seats remain mostly uncontested

By Stephanie Dorsey

AS UPS Reporter
The first senate elections under the new
constitution are to be held October 16.
With the number and distribution of
senate positions changing this year, most
of the seats are uncontested.
The lack of opposition to the present
candidates has been attributed, not to
decreased interest, but to the increased
number of seats. At the informal senate
meeting Tuesday,a senatorpointed out
that in past years sign up deadlines had to
be extended to fill all positions. This
option is no longer available under the
new constitution.
There will be no candidate for Senior
Senator as the sign-ups have now
officaily ended. This position will either
be filled by a write-in candidate or by an
appointment.
Presently the living group candidates
are: Amanda Fox for University Owned

Housing, Britt Gossage for Off Campus
Housing, Hank Warren for the Resident
Hails, and Keith Andrews for the Greek
System.
Mike McManamna and Maria
Krishnamorti are running for the two
Senator-At-Large positions, with Dennis
Burlingame for Sophomore Senator and
Marisa Daliere for Junior Senator.
The only contested position in this
election will be for Freshman Senator, a
title Danielie Fagre, Ravi Mantha and
Andrea Utigard all hope to claim.
At a forum held Tuesday, October 2,
the candidates were examined by the
Endorsement Board. At this open forum
candidates were given the oportunity to
explain their reasons for running, the
type of commitment they felt they were
making and how they intend to address
certain issues.
Often the responses were very similar.
To the question of proposed time

commitment, answers all were at four to
ten hours, "or whatever is necessary to
get the job done."
Amanda Fox, University Owned
Housing candidate, extended that time

"Itwill be like an
extra class"
limit to "up to fifteen or more." Still, as
the Freshman candidate Ravi Mantha
pointed out, his first priorities are his
studies, with senate next.
"I'm a student first, but it will be no
problem... it will be like an extra class"
said Keith Andrews.
The issues covered in this forum
ranged from the tuition hike to how to
unify the university. Most of the
candidates seem to agree that publicity is
the key, and that the students need to
remain informed.

1 here will be two more opportunities
for students to question the candidates at
open forums held October 4 at 8:00 in
the Cellar and October 11 at 6:00 in the
Rotunda. There will also be a special
forum for clubs and organizations on
October 9, and the candidates will be
giving speeches on October 5,10,11, and
15 from 11:00 to 1:00 and 4:30 to 6:30
in the Great Hail.
Elections will be held on October 16.
Polling booths will be set up in the
SUB, the tunnels, Thompson, McIntyre
and the library. A booth may also be
located in Jones. The location of booths
will be designated a day in advance by "a
big X over where the polling booth will
be" warned Abbey Mates, an election
committee member.
The elections are expected to proceed
smoothly. "We've had a lot of volunteers
willing to man the booths" said Mates,
"remind everyone to come and vote."
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Student motorcyclist injured in accident
By Erik A. Anderson
Managing Editor
Masanori Shimozato, a junior at Puget
Sound, suffered serious injuries in a
motorcycle accident on September 23.
Known on campus as "Mas," he is
currently in serious condition at
Harborview Hospital in Seattle.
The accident occurred when Shimozato
was on a ride to Dash Point near Fife
with four friends. The group formed part
of an unofficial motorcycle club on
campus.
According to Justin Rinefort, one of
the riders, Shimozato lost control of his
motorcycle while going into a turn.
i1Ici
was a upI-Itdip LU!!!, not LOU

well-marked," Rinefort said.
"[Shimozato] went into the turn and
wasn't able to control it. He put on the
brakes and the back end locked up.... The
bike slid into a guard rail. He ended up in
a gully on the other side," he said.
Paul Enfield, another Puget Sound
student, was riding directly behind
Shimozato when the accident occurred.
He ran into Shimozato's motorcycle and
crashed, but escaped serious injury.
A female motorist stopped at the scene
and administered CPR until rescue units
arrived. Eventually, Shimozato was
airlifted to the hospital in Seattle.
His injuries include two broken legs, a
broken right hip, a broken jaw, a

damaged spleen which had to be removed,
and a head injury. Fortunately, he was
wearing a helmet at the time of the

"He's come pretty
much as close to
death as you can"
accident.
"I-Ic's come pretty much as close to
death as you can without actually doing
it," said Bill Zuccareno, Shimozato's
roommate.

us Notes

Budget preparation begins
By Stephanie Dorsey
AS UPS Reporter
In an open forum October 2, ASUPS
President Bill Potter introduced interested
students to the budget process. He is
envolved in this vital process as a student
representative to the Budget Task Force.
Potter said that the student opinions
will make his discussions with the
Trustees more valid.
The open forum was in preparation for
the Trustee's annual retreat to be held this
weekend. To also prepare for this first
step in the budget creation process,
Potter is reading all the relevant
documents. He said this was important
because the Trustees are already familiar
with the material and he needs to
understand what they already believe.
In order to be an effective
representative, Potter plans to provide the

Trustees with well thought out
objections to issues the students can not
accept. He reminded the students that
they must remember that the Trustees
have been with the University for "fivc
to sixty years", which gives them a
different perspective on the future of the
University.
The goals of for the University were
set in 1982. The main areas that the
goals cover are in the areas of
enrollment, financial aid, compensation
and tuition. These goals are being
reavaluated this year.
This was only the first forum
concerning the budget. Others will be
held throughout the process to prevent a
reoccurrence of last year's student
dissatisfaction over the availablity of
information.

NOW TO IMPROVE
YOURSCORESON
SPORTS INJURY EXAMS.
If you ever run into a sports injury
come to Pacific Sports Medicine for
your exam.
\è're the largest, most comprehensive sports medicine facility in the
South Sound area, and our doctors and
staff of professionals all specialize in sports—from diagnosis
to surgery to rehabffitation therapy
In fact, our docs are jocks themselves.
Call us at 572-TEAM and well schedule your exam
around your class schedule. No Blue Book required.

PACIFIC SPORTS MENICINEAFIF 4
3315 South 23rd Street. Tanima, WA 98405 CaB 572.TEAM

"I've seen a couple of people in
motorcycle accidents before," he said,
"but nobody's been that bad."
Shimozato is a Japanese national. His
mother flew to Seattle from Japan to join
his father, who was already in the United
States on business. He also has an aunt
and uncle who live in the Seattle area. So
far only immediate family members have
been allowed to visit him, but that may
change as his condition improves.
Zuccareno advised students and faculty
to send any letters or cards for Mas to his
campus address.

Thursday, Oct. 4

Election Open Forum in the Cellar, 8:00

Friday, Oct. 5

Candidate speeches in the Great Hall, 4:30 to 6:30

Tuesday, Oct. 9

Political Economy Roundtable Series. "The Collapse of
Communism: What now?" Featuring statements by: Frank
Cousens, English; Arpad Kadarsky, Politics and Government;
and Ted Taranovsky, History. Open discussion and debate
McIntyre 103, at 4:00

Thursday, Oct. 11 Career fair in the Sub Rotunda. Learn about full time, part time,
internship and work study positions that over 35 Northwest
businesses have available. 11:00 to 2:00
Candidate speeches in the Great Hall, 4:30 to 6:30
Monday, Oct. 15 Candidate speeches in the Great Hall, 4:30 to 6:30
Tuesday, Oct. 16 ELECTION DAY!

I.
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Child care on campus Crimes on Campus
Committee forms to discuss options
By Jennifer L. Murawski
Editor
Institution-sponsored day care, an issue
that's been at the top of the corporate
debate agenda for years, has finally
become a priority at Puget Sound.
Members of both faculty and staff
senates, along with student
representatives, will form a committee to
examine the logistics of bringing a child
care program to campus.
"People thought it was a strong
enough issue to be addressed outside the
senate itself," said Tom Aldrich, Staff
Senate Chair. "We're doing this on an ad
hoc basis, it isn't necessarily an
officially- sanctioned committee yet, but
its mere existence is evidence of that
strong interest."
Apparently, day care has been an issue
before, but logistical concerns about site,
staff and liability have put a damper on
the idea in the past.
"University sponsorship has its
problems," said David Droge, Faculty
Senate Chair. "I've heard vague
discussions of a coop run by faculty and
staff."
Droge hypothesized that the need for

day care really has its roots in
economics. He referred to the increasing
numbers of two-wage earner families and
single parent families as evidence that
more and more people are looking for
reliable day care.
"When I first came here, ten or twelve
years ago, more faculty came to attend
evening events," he said. "Now they have
day care expenses during the day. I would
hope that we'd have more professors here
for after-hours events [if day care were
provided on campus.]"
Droge suspected that day care at the
University might eventually become a
means to draw new professors to Puget
Sound.
"There's talk of faculty shortages
coming up as the post-World War II
babies retire. One concern is how to
attract professors," he said.
Presently, the day care committee is
not complete. Faculty Senate is still
looking for volunteers to serve, and
according to ASUPS President Bill
Potter, only one student has been
appointed. Both Aldrich and Droge said
they hoped the group would be complete
within the next two weeks.

II I1 I I'I

Sept. 26

5:15 pm

A food services staff member reported the
theft of a large amount of cash from her
unattended purse in a SUB bathroom.

Sept. 26

5:16 pm

A student reported the theft of his locked
bicycle from the fieldhouse.

Sept. 26

11:08 pm

Security responded to a report of paint pellets
being shot at a residence hail.

Sept. 28

9:10 am

A professor reported the theft of his locked
bicycle from the Library.

Sept. 30

12:05 am

Security contacted a Union Avenue residence
for misuse of fire safety equipment in the
building.

Oct. 2

1:00 am

Security responded to a reported bicycle theft
that had just occured on North Washington.
The bicycle was recovered.
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19TH A LIVING DOLL?.
INTO THE WOODS

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

Thursday, October 4, 1990-8:00 PM

Wednesday, October 10, 1990-8:00 PM

Tickets, $28.50/$25.50/$22.50
Day of show student/senior rush $8.00
Is happily ever aftei for real 7 Stephen Sondheim
reopens the book on Cinderella after she gets her
prince, Liffle Red Riding Hood. and Jack of Beanstalk
fame A 1988 Tony Award winner and an audience
pleaser. Sponsored by Nalley's Fine Foods

Tickets $18.50/$16 50/$14.50
Day of show student/senior rush $8.00
Alleluia. No rap. no rock These angel-voiced
youngsters bring a 500-year-old tradition to the
Fantages Costumed opereffas. sacred songs. secular
and folk music are on the program
Sponsored by The Boeing Company

"COPPELIA" BY THE
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND BALLET
Tuesday, October 16, 1990-8:00 PM
Tickets $19.50/$17 50/$15 50
Day of show student'senior rush $8.00
A Romantic masterpiece gets the royal treatment.
Coppelia is the story of a dollmaker who tries to give
life to his favorite creation, danced by the distinguished National Ballet of New Zealand

PANTAGES

Call Ticketmaster at 272-6817 or Fantages at 591-5894 Season tickets are available at the Pantages ticket office 901 Broadway Tacoma Mon Fri 1130 a m 4 00 pm Stop by or call
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Consider this
a 9-month long
educational
girantO
How much software knowledge can you'll fmd a co-op at Microsoft a very
your brain physically hold? Finding out is intense educational experience. And a very
the idea behind Microsoft's Co-op prorewarding one, because you'll be meeting
gram with our Product Support Services virtually every technical challenge America
group.
can throw at you.
You'll be joining some of the most
knowledgeable people in
the personal computing
If you're not graduatindustry, providing critiing before Spring, 1991,
cal technical support via
we'd like to spend a few
the telephone to a diverse
minutes discussing our
client base. Fielding
co-op opportunities with
questions on everything
you. We are an equal opfrom Windows 3.0 to
portunity employer and are
Word, Excel and
working toward a more
Microsoft languages,
culturally diverse workplace.

Grant us a few minutes.

Miciosoft
M
Making it all make sense
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Analyzing English with Robert MacNeil
By Joan Rave
Staff Writer
Robert MacNeil knows the incredible
pleasures and powers of English, and he
relishes the opportunity to reveal them.
He exudes contagious enthusiasm for
English in its infinite manifestations: he
frolics in it, savors, defends, and
celebrates it. His enthusiasm touched
millions of viewers with the series he
co-wrote for PBS in 1985, "The Story of
English." And that enthusiasm was the
driving force behind his eloquent and
entertaining address to the Seattle Public
Library Foundation on Friday, Sept.
2 1st, at the Fifth Avenue Theater.
Selected as the Library Foundation's
1990 Robert C. Bunn Award recipient,
MacNeil, with characteristic modesty,
expressed his delight at receiving the
award for his autobiography,
Wordstruck. This is the first recognition
he's received for literature, although he
has been cited numerous times for
distinction in broadcast journalism,
including the Peabody Award for the
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour's coverage of
the 1988 presidential campaign. Named
for a major benefactor of the Seattle
Public Library, the Bunn Award is
bestowed by the foundation in
recognition of outstanding literary,
scholarly, or scientific achievement.
Previous recipients of the Bunn Award,
iu
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with embarrassed humility, include
Richard Wilbur, Theodore H. White, and
Barbara Tuchman.
MacNeil's rich voice, slightly flavored
with a residual Nova Scotian intonation,
resonates with his vast and carefully
chosen vocabulary. His friendly,
articulate manner of speaking is familiar
and comforting, a rare distinction in the
frenzied and pre-fabricated realm of
network news anchors. Deliberately
chosen for their sound as well as their
meaning, MacNeil's words dance and
delight. Schooled in theater, playwriting,
and of course, broadcasting, MacNeil has
developed a repertoire of speakers dance
steps: his words wear delicate ballet
slippers, comfortable keds, practical
Oxfords, or steel-toed jackboots.
With elegant precision and impeccable
timing, he choreographs his messages
with humor and pathos, irony and gentle
prodding, never vicious, or strained or
pedantic. Bringing his audience into the
world of verbal grace and motion, he
demonstrates the fine art of dancing with
language. Through this stunning
performance we come to appreciate his
pleasure in language, and his compulsion
to share that pleasure.
With dismay, MacNeil spoke of the
ambivalence and skepticism expressed,
prior to the production of "The Story of
English," by members of the writing
professions. Journalists thought the topic

We have what yop
need to pass the hardest
collegetestofall.
The test has only one question:
How in the dickens are you
going to pay for it?
College
is expensive. And for many the best answer to that
question T31, is a Student Loan from Washington Mutual
Savings
Bank.
to get through college
So let us help. If you are trying
or graduate school without a rich1lj uncle, the next best thing
can be the friend of the family.
Get an application from your schoos financial aid office. Or call
us at (206) 4613842. Collect, if it's a toll call.
If you don't come in and pick some up, the money is just going to
keep piling up around here.
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Stafford, PLUS and SLS loans now avai1abIt

would be painfully dull; academics were
convinced of its inherent audiencerepelling qualities. These reactions served
as greater motivation; because of the fear
and anxieties associated with the study of
our language, he was compelled to help
people overcome their feelings of
linguistic inadequacy by producing a
vivid portrayal of English in all of its
power and glory. The resulting book and
PBS series surpassed even his own
expectations and successfully squashed all
speculation that the study of English is
an inappropriate subject for an in-depth
examination on television.
Addressing that nearly universal fear of
English, he questioned why, like the
professional responses to the proposed
"Story of English," is the study of our
language necessarily associated with
grief, trauma, or at best excruciating
boredom? He points to the "language
police," the sell-appointed keepers of the
rules, those who crucify violators of the
rules. These "speech sheriffs" insist upon
prescriptive grammar (prescribing rules
by which language users must abide)
over descriptive grammar (describing
language usage as it is currently
functioning).
Because they want to prevent English
from changing, these monitors of good
and bad English insist upon strict
adherence to archaic (and arcane)
definitions of proper grammar. Their
desire to thwart the growth of the
language is, in MacNeil's realistic
vision, futile and self-defeating. Those
users outside of the short arm of
language law continue to go about
splitting their infinitives and speaking in
the imperfect passive, regardless of what
the rules are.
MacNeil insists that language snobs
will soon be a relic of the past, thanks to
broadcasting's power to democratize
English. "Standard English used to know
its place," he laughs. Better educated
speakers no longer define what is proper.
Prestige English no longer carries the
cultural baggage of the elite and
aristocratic advantage; having limited or
standard speaking skills no longer
confines speakers to a particular class. As
much as the paranoid conservators of
language fight it, the masses are
speaking, as always, the English that
comes most naturally, refusing to abide
by academic or corporate decree."
If, as Walt Whitman said, "English is
the language of the common man," why
are we a nation of native speakers
insecure about our ability to speak
correctly? MacNeil lamented this reality
with a poignant metaphor: "They simply
are not aware that our language is a
wonderful treasure chest shared by all,
and the jewels are free."
MacNeil cites his parents' love of great
literature and their willingness to read
aloud to him as important elements
contributing to his developing "ear" for
English. His mother's frequent oral
renditions of English literature helped
create his feeling for the language.
Clearly, reading and being read to were
intended as pleasure and diversion, not as
duty or obligation. He theorized that his
skill with language is a direct result of
early childhood experiences. By
rehearsing and memorizing English verse

and hymns, by hearing the sounds of
beautiful language, MacNeil's mental
foundation of linguistic comprehension
and sensitivity was solidly cast, poured
from the glorious traditions of the
English language.

'language is a wonderful
treasure chest'
No longer emphasizing the beauty of
skilled oral delivery, our society suffers
the loss, as does our language. The
inability of speakers and writers to realize
the scope and magnitude of English
results in the sterile, shallow words
spoken by "people who are not fully
programmed to find pleasure in English."
He identified the perpetrators of "English
with a wooden ear" as adults who were
deprived of oral conditioning in
childhood, folks who have no oral
memory bank. Their English is flatulent
and flabby, lacking the muscles needed to
flex. With visible agitation, he referred to
the styrofoam words, the bubblepack
words of TV and bureaucracy.
For those audience members wishing
to augment their own children's memory
banks, MacNeil had a simple, if ironic
solution: "Don't worry about ripping out
their little eyeballs as you wrench them
away from the TV set; they'll heal as you
read to them." This from the man whose
bread and butter are derived from
delivering the six o'clock news.
While he acknowledges and forgives
those who neglect the potential of
English, he seems to be losing patience
with the creators of "language bloat."
Citing examples from government
doublespeak and euphemism, he claims
"pre-dawn vertical inversion" and
"normally occurring abnormal
occurrence" as two all-time favorites. The
first is a White House reference to a
parachute drop during the invasion of
Grenada, the second a nuclear-industry
phrase for things that go wrong all the
time.
When he began his one-hour speech,
MacNeil stated his sole intention in
creating "The Story of English": "To
touch a chord of fascination for all
English speakers." His intoxicating
delivery and irresistible enthusiasm
recreated that note for me - I am
compelled to rediscover that treasure
chest of language and partake of its
jewels.
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CPR* a technique for I I*fe
By Kathleen Quinlan

Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR)

Staff Writer

Each year over 365,000 Americans die because CPR is not administered to them
soon enough. CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) is a combination of artificial
respiration and artificial circulation, which should be started immediately as an emergency
procedure when cardiac arrest occurs, by those properly trained to do so. It has been used
widely and successfully for some time by doctors, nurses, and allied health professionals,
and it is also highly recommended that as many members of, the general public as
possible be trained in the technique.
The general public is actually the greatest cardiac case unit a community has. They
are the people at accident scenes first, and if properly trained, are the people that can save
another person's life. It is extremely important that CPR be performed immediately and
accurately for this reason. A person has less than a 50 percent chance of surviving after
being without oxygen for more than three minutes.
In America today, heart disease is the number one killer; over 900,000 people die
from it a yeas. This means that a great number of our population will one day be in need
of CPR. Maybe the person in need won't be you, but it could be a family member, or it
could be Joe Citizen on the street. CPR saves lives, and the more people that know how
to use it, the greater the chance that the someone in need can be helped.
Let's face it, accidents do happen. It could happen to you, and if it does, hopefully
someone trained in CPR will be available.

Pce victim flat on his/her back .n a hard surface.
If unconclous, open airway.
Head tilt/chin lift.

1

If not brsathNig,
begin rescue breathing.
Give 2 full breaths. If airway is
blocked, reposition head and
try again to give breaths. If still
blocked, perform abdominal
thrusts (Heimlich maneuver).

Check carotid pulse.

Health care on
campus
By Chris Perkins
Features Editor
One of the most beneficial services on
campus is the Student Health Center,
located on the second floor of the SUB. It
provides general medical care to
University students at a substantial
reduced rate.
The majority of the patient case is
provided by two medical practitioners
called Physician Assistants (PAs). PAs
provide a wide range of medical care
including diagnosis and treatment of
most common medical problems. They
are licensed by the Washington State
Board of Medical examiners and are
certified by national board examinations.
The Health Center also has a registered
nurse who provides most injections,
draws blood for laboratory tests, and
provides over the phone medical advice.
In addition, two community physicians
provide medical supervision and are in
the center twice a week to see students
who require physician care. These
physicians are board-certified in family

if there Is no pulse, begin chest
compressions.
Depress sternum 1 1/2" to 2".
Perform 15 compressions (rate:
80-100 per minute) to every 2
full breaths.

medicine.
The Center is open Monday-Friday
from 8:00-4:30 pm. Students are seen by
appointment. They recommend that you
call early, before 11:00 am if you need to
be seen that day, since the clinic is first
come, first serve.

Continue uninterrupted until advanced life support Is
available.

The University Place Fire Dept. is
willing to come to campus and
teach the proper CPR techniques
to any interested group.
If you have any questions,
call 564-1623.

"Outside the
University, you
would pay fifty
percent more."
In general, most services provided at
the Center are free. Such things as
laboratory tests and certain supplies do
have a fee attached to them. But if you
were to go outside the University for
such care, you would end up paying up
to fifty percent more.
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The College Consortium for Internationa!
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleges
and Universities. About 1400 students participated in CCIS programs in 1989-1990.

STUDY IN IRELAND
Spring 1991
St. Patrick's College
Maynooth, Ireland

University of Limerick
Limerick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program

• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

SPONSORING COLLEGES
Keene State College, NH
Mohegan Community College

Prof. Berta Tatt
Eastern Washington State Univeristy
209 Hargreaves Hall
Cheney, WA 99004

31

(509) 359-2404

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexico,
Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.
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inging for the future...
Dana Lyons addresses environmental concerns
Besides finding music fun, Lyons in the environment, particularly by Lyons suggested that a way students
believes
it is an effective way to cleaning up the college.
could actively attempt to save ancient trees
Staff Writer
Some actions Lyons believes students is by urging the school to divest from
communicate his convictions about the
earth. "I think people are more likely to could take to help the environment include companies that are cutting old-growth
"I'm scared to death ," comments
listen to me sing a song than babble on," insisting on one hundred percent recycling, forests. By attending this college, he
environmental performer Dana Lyons a
h explains.Lyons traces his appreciation urging the school to ban veal, and claims, students are "beneficiaries of the
he thinks abqit the rth's future.
for nature back to his days as a Boy Scout, encouraging energy-conserving electrical destruction of habitat and the annihilation
Lyons, a Nuitanst and songwriter,
and heating practices. He also thinks of species."
performed and spoke about environmental •bu he first became actively involved in
environrncntal issues in college at students could attack the problem of usingTo explain his role as an
issues for two hout iti a concert
herbicides and fertilizers on the lawns and environmentalist, he comments, " I work
sponsored by the Aciivists for a Better Swarthmore where he started a couple of
perhaps
discourage watering the grass ai all the time for the environment because I
environmental jubs.
Environment Tuesday evening.
all
,
think the earth as a whole is in very
re, he lived in Chester,
Lyon's concern about the future comes
Students also can get involved in a serious trouble."
blocts from a cbemical
from a diu?ting oberva'tiqn e has
saythat seeihg the broader sense."People should work on
Lyons has not lost all hope for the fate
made: " I think"jhau1 society is just
'ith w'iih companies helping stop the cutting of old growth of the world, but strongly believes that
blindly going forth, wipirt 'out. all the
ances was "how I really forests because that's here and that's no humankind must soon make a dramatic
habitat and species, and it's just a
and it's not going to be here for long,' change.
lmcnt)
Habitat destruction, believes Lyons, is
recommends Lyons.
one of Ue mo critical problems facing
He later moved I othe Pacific Northwc the Lhç.T'o support this view he when the building of a nuclear dump si
citefThe Worldwatch Institute's predicthTh at Hanford was be in vonsidered in 198
that je year 2000, one-third of he this. issue inspired him to write "Our Sa
woiti's peles will have bccqie extin
is a Duwipsite," th etitle song on hir
"I think th't only waVy. th,t lge album.
mammals, ineludtg u will survive is
Presently he S invol'e(l in tt
for there to be .a glba} awakeung Where foiinthng of a ne organ
On that 's
humans lo\e and respect nj caTr t
MAIVY0 v"j'al citizens i.ri CflVi,
t'fl1t hi
earth," maintains
nforcement.
A Tmtive ot up$ Nw York
orts
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By Jenny Apple
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Get a 14" 1 item pizza for
ONLY:

it

$5.55
plus tax.
Each additional topping is
ONLY $.90.
Includes two 12 oz. drinks
10" 1-item pizza is ONLY:

$4.99

Fr

plus tax
Each additionaltopping is
ONLY $.75
Includes one 12 oz. drink

We have:
Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Mt. Dew

BED -N- BREAKFAST
*BAY VIEW * HOT TUB * CABLE TV
Close to UPS. Private bath/family rm. Great
hospitality! Cozy fire place too!

Foot long Submarine
sandwiches also available

752-8175

The Pizza Answer®
627-8844

Part Time Positions

Hours: Monday-Sunday
11 a.m. to 1 am.

International Marketing Corporation
is expanding in the Tacoma area.
Sales and Customer Service

U.P.S. Campus ONLY
Not good with any other offers.
Prices do not include sales tax.

Expires 10/11/90

IPG1
Friday and Saturday at 7&9:30
Sunday at 6&8:30
$1 with UPS ID
$2 w/o ID
A presentation of Campus Films-

$9.75 to start
No experience required, we'll train.
College internships and
scholarships available.
Call for an appointment MondayFriday 9 am. - 5 p.m. 472-5330

-
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Robert BIy: Five Poems
By Andy James
A & E Editor
Robert Bly broke all the conventions
of poetry reading when he read his on
Tuesday. Poets are supposed to hide
behind distant lecterns, reading selections
in a pale, earnest voice, offering the
occasional muted commentary. They are
supposed to be sensitive, removed
figures.
Robert Bly baited the audience,
challenged them, looked them fiercely in
the collective (and individual) eye.
Looking like a flamboyant combination
of Quentin Crisp and Walt Whitman, he
commanded; the poems were driven rather
than dissimulated. "All right; you can
applaud now," he might say, or he might
stop a reading in the middle to ask if we
got it.
We did. There was more than show in
Bly's show. He was staging, but it
wasn't spectacle; he simply took the

shortest route to the audience. He often
read the poems twice, sometimes
accompanying himself on bouzouki,
emphasizing in equal parts the music and
the meaning. His rapture in the sheer
sound of his poetry was absolute; by the
end of the hour, so was ours.
Bly poems are about reconciliation or
its impossibility; they are about freedom
or the inevitable bonds; of late, they are
often about his father. They are a means
of touching the internal soul that rarely
shows itself; Bly's willingness to read
that soul before others was a bit scary
and strangely thrilling.
Two of these poems were read by Bly
on Tuesday; the first two are previously
unpublished and are printed here with his
permission. They all workbeautifully—on the page, but they're
missing something. They miss Robert
Bly's voice.
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Oct. 13—Saturday

f I doccan
OF

Michael Hedges at the Moore Theater ii
Seattle; 8:00 p.m. 443-1744

(ly I I()cd VOL! 11i
'(, Ift-ing UA ø lhc tail of
o horse.
rrilowed whenever I reached out to touch you.
bends moved over your body, covered
it$ts dress,
eiag, rough, an animal's loot or hand moving over
ayes,
r instorm retires, clouds open, sunlight
over ocean water a thousand miles from land,

Oct. 15—Monday

Oct. 3—Wednesday

Kittredge Gallery Exhibit: Ross Brown,
Seattle sculptor. Open through
November 4. Free.

I Oct. 4—Thursday
!v

Son Noai.

October 4, 1990

Old

Stephen Sondheim's "Into the Woods,"
Pantages Theater. 8:00 p.m. 591-5894

;td day arrive,
or day goes by,
o at is old remains old, and vhat is young remains
nec. and grows old.
lumber pile docs not grow younger, nor the two-byrs lose their darkness
he old tree roes on, the barn stinids without help so
nears;
J acute of darkues" :ne night is not lost,

Tacoma Actors Guild presents "Little
Shop of Horrors." Through October 14.
272-2145

I Oct. 5—Friday
The Jacobsen Series: Winds, Strings, and
Brass, featuring faculty members from
the Seattle Symphony. Jacobsen Recital
Hall; 8:00 p.m. $6 general, $3
student/senior.

h rse steps up,
i one leg. turns his body,
hicken flapping elaws up onto the roost, its wines
ng a n d walloping,
'hat is primitive is not to be shot out into the night
iie dark.
nvly the kind man comes closer, loses his rage, sits
at the table.

John Kay and Steppenwolf perform at
Detroit's in Olympia. $22.50. 628-0888.
John Prine at the Backstage in Seattle.
9:00 p.m. 789-6953.
Oct. 6—Saturday

Joel Nascimento and the Brazilian Sextet.
Moore Theater; 8:00 p.m. 233-0993.

pass in undi\ ded
n you sit drawing, br making books, stapled with
sapes to the world,
a man with fire coming out of his hair.
it at a table, with small tea carefully poured.
pass our time together calm and delighted.

Oct. 7—Sunday

BalleTacoma dancers present first in a
series of "Dance & Dessert"
presentations. BalleTacoma Studio; 6:00
p.m. $5. 272-9631
Oct. 8—Monday

Lecture by anthropologist Laura Klein:
"Contending with Colonization: Tlingit
Men and Women in Change."
Washington State Historical Society,
Tacoma. Free. 593-2830

Lecture by Murry Morgan, historian:
"John Henry Cox and the Maritime Fur
Trade." Washington State Historical
Society, Tacoma. Free. 593-2830
An Evening of Edward Grieg. Piano and
vocal works with Harald BjØrkØy and
Audun Kayser. Pacific Lutheran
University; 8:00 p.m. 535-7621.
Oct. 16—Tuesday

The Royal New Zealand Ballet presents
"Coppelia." Pantages Theater, 8:00 p.m.
591-5894
Oct. 17—Wednesday

Fall Choral Festival; Paul Schultz,
conductor. Kilworth Chapel, 4:00 p.m.
Free.
Oct. 20—Saturday
"Tales of Hans Christian Andersen,"
Missoula Children's Theater presentatior;.
Pantages Theater; 1:00 p.m & 4:00 p.m.
591-5894
Oct. 21—Sunday

Brazilian guitarists Sergio & Odair Ass&l
perform selections from Debussy,
Scarlatti, Jolivet, and others. Pantager
Theater; 8:00 p.m. 591-5894
Mojo Nixon at the Backstage. 8:30 p.m.
789-6953
Oct. 23—Tuesday

Seattle Ladies Musical Club presents
cellist Carter Brey. Meany Hall,
University of Wahsington. $17 general,
$10 student/senior. 728-6411
Oct. 25—Thursday

Indigo Girls at the Paramount; 8:00 p.m.
623-6000
Oct. 26—Friday

Oct. 9—Tuesday

Marc Scales, Jazz Piano. Meany Theater,
University of Washington. $7 general,
$4 student/senior. 543-4880.

Organ at noon; Dr. Edward Hansen
performs. Kilworth Chapel. Free.
University Wind Ensemble; Robert
Musser, conductor. Kilworth Chapel,
8:00 p.m. Free.

I Oct. 10—Wednesday
Vienna Choir Boys present costumed
operetta, sacred songs, secular and folk
music; Pantages Theater. 8:00 p.m. 5915894.
Allen Ginsberg, Michael McClure, and
Ray Manzanarek at the Backstage in
Seattle. 789-6953.
Oct. 12—Friday

>c

"Night of a Thousand Laughs—the Fall
Classic in Comedy." Pantages Theater,
8:00 p.m. $16/$12. 591-5894

ci
0

The XXII International Tournee of
Animation opens at Neptune Cinema,
Seattle. 633-5545

Dharma Bums and Hammerbox at the
OK Hotel; 9:00 p.m.
Oct. 29—Monday

Seattle Sympony performs selection:
from Debussy, Walton, and Berlioz
Maximiano Valdez, conductor. Seattli
Opera House; 8:00 p.m. 443-4747
Oct. 30—Tuesday
Warren Zevon at Parker's in Seattle; 8:00
p.m. 542-9491
Oct. 31—Wednesday
Billy Idol and Faith No More at th
Tacoma Dome; 8:00 p.m.

-
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Two close calls
Reviews of Goodfellas
and Dreams
By Andy James
A & E Editor
Martin Scorcese is at his best in
Goodfellas, and the results are still
problematical. All the characteristics of
his direction are in here: the restless,
sweeping camerawork; the bravura
editing, the brilliant use of music as
counterpoint. And they're all employed
with a magnificent fluidity.
But what does he want to do? You
may leave Goodfellas with a physical
sense of the viscous, corruptive feel of
gangster life, but the resolution to the
story's loose ends is left missing; all
that's there is texture.
It's fascinating texture, though, full of
brutal humor and unsettling shards of
violence. The story more or less follows
a mafia wanna-be named Henry (Ray
Liotta) from his adolesence spent
watching the local celebrities (mob
bosses) doing their work to actually
becoming a boss himself.
Along the way he becomes entangled
in a low-level family headed by the
massive, inert Paulie (Paul Sorvino),
whose henchmen are the savage Tommy
(Joe Pesci, in yet another terrifying
performance) and Jimmy (Robert
DeNiro). Eventually, after supremacy,
crises, and a debilitating coke habit,
Henry is forced to break his code of
honor and enter the Witness Protection
Program—and normal life.
This rise and fall is punctuated by
scenes of staggering brutality: pistolwhippings, stabbings, faces kicked in,
heads shot off, all shot in unflinching
focus. The violence—of an intensity I
have never before seen—is meant to
inure us into the mafia world; a quick
intitiation.
But, because Henry, from his earliest
days, is as accustomed to the violence as
we become, there's no moral corner for
him to turn, no conflict. It starts to
seem as if all that destroys him is his
coke habit; that's all that ruined the ugly
glory days. Certainly moralizing would
have sunk the film; no one wants to see
that. But Henry is essentially passive;
the only character who isn't is Tommy,
and there's no sympathizing with him.
De Niro, for once, is given nothing to
do, no character to work with. There's a
hole in the movie.
Scorcese was working from one idea:
the allure of the gangster, as a
neighborhood figure and movie character.
He lets Henry enter this world and reach
its peak, and the movie soars: ironic,
ugly, exhilarating. But Scorcese doesn't
want to leave that peak, and, although
his committment is absolute, he can't
figure out a true way to make these
characters either decline or prosper.
I certainly won't negate Goodfellas
entirely; I'll recommend it to anyone
with the constitution for it. Anyone
who's watched him must be, by now,
used to Scorcese's inability to make one
truly great, fully resolved movie instead
of a series of brilliant mistakes. Expect
an experience that mixes equal parts
entertainment and exorcism, and you
won't be disappointed; expect full
resolution and you wont be satisfied.

By Cathy Coan
Staff Writer
Dreams, produced and directed by
Akira Kurosawa, is a strange and
beautiful sequence of images which at
once made me wish i'd opted for Die
Hard 2 and want to frolic in lotus
blossoms. Maybe it's my Western
instant-gratification consciousness;
maybe the subtitles left some Japanes
intricacies by the wayside, or maybe
Kurosawa is just getting old.
Kurosawa is in his late eighties;
much of the film seems to be his
farewell. The opening scenes involve a
child and his curiosity meeting custom;
the very first dream ends hauntingly, the
child going to seek forgiveness from the
foxes for viewing their procession and, if
this fails, to kill himself. Later scenes
involve an attentive man with a hat on a
quest for art, for meaning, for answers.
His journey includes a Monkee-esque
visit to several Van Gigh paintings, with
Van Gogh played by the ubiquitous
Martin Scorcese.
Did I say "attentive?" With the
incredible scentery abounding in
Dreams, I was amazed that this actor felt
he had to pull the soap opera device of
peering fascinatedly around him, as if he
had to create the scene for the viewer. His
whole body became an arc of interest, and
he never lost his excited little grin. It
often got so distracting that the
landscapes went unnoticed around him.
A final complaint before I tell you
why you should see Dreams: please
someone drop a bomb and get it over
with! Kurosawa uses about a half of the
film to lay out protracted didacticisms
about nuclear war. Several dreams depict
wasted landscapes, mutated monster
flowers, and burned-up human demons.
These are fantastic; they speak for
themselves. Evidently Kurosawa would
beg to differ. One demon in particular
goes on for a good twenty minutes
bemoaning human mistakes and walking
around. And walking. And walking. And
that's only one scene. In the next one a
businessman does much the same thing,
and then jumps into the ocean. Now
that's satisfying.
The reason you should see Dreams is
its ending. The dreamer visits a Sort of
pastoral utopia and is counseled by an old
man on the fecundity of life and the
beauty of dath and the value of
conserving nature in the present. A
funeral celbration passes in an orgasm of
dance and song and flowers and colors.
The old man puts on a pair of red
longjohns, grabs some bells, and joins in
the dance. Unlike the child still
experimenting with set customs, the old
man has embraced a natural system of his
own, one encompassing the old and the
new, and not only watches a procession
but leads it. This is Kurosawa's message.
Take two hours and see Dreams. The
soundtrack blends traditional Japanese
music, orchestral moments, and one
outstanding piano piece. The
cinematography will stay with you and
its images will pop up in strange places.
If you can sit through the build-ups, the
catharses are worth it.

By Alex Pryor
Staff Writer
The joke is old and perhaps, overused:
"How do you get to Carnegie Hall?"
"Practice." But for Susan Christensen it
has the ring of actual truth. A freshman
from Sunnyvale, CA, Christensen is one
of the few Puget Sound students who can
say that she has played at Carnegie Hall.
Susan had been playing flute in the El
Camino Youth Symphony for five years
when, in her own words, "someone—we
think it was a parent—wrote to the
Carnegie Hall Summer Program directors
suggesting that we play there." A little
while later they were on a plane to New
York.
On June 20, 1989, ECYS held a
concert in Carnegie Hall were they
accompanied a choir and performed an
experimental piece written especially for
Christenses has played the piano for
13 years and the flute for eight; she had
been principal flute for two and a half
when they played at Carnegie Hall.

rn

I
Right now she is majoring in
psychology with a minor in music"but," she says, "I might switch my
major to music." And who knows? With
a little more practice, she may be back in
Carnegie Hall again one day.

Was Whnozbeg

Across

2. a room without entrance or egress
Eubanks Jr.
6.
9. underground portion of a seed plant
originating from the hypocotyl
11. obliterate, nuetralize, and nullify
13. Taoist concept for itself
15. to ingest
17. Scarface Al; Chicago's very own
public enemy No. 1
the present day
APPLE - QUARANTINE
AREA: do not transport homegrown
fruit

bipedal primate mammal
distinguished anatomically by its
highly developed brain, capacity for
articulate speech, and abstract
reasoning
tropical American tree of the silkcotton family with extremely strong
but light wood
Italian epicurean heretic mystic
burned at the stake in 1600
a common vespid
10. irritably sullen and moodily churlish
12. Olde English for fate
16. an instrument of torture used to
crush the leg and foot
18. farrow

IM

01

Down

1. lightweight volcanic glass full of
cavities
3. mathematician, pagan philosopher,
and daughter of Theon of Alexandria

Seeya next week!
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CONGRATULAflONS
N BETA Pifi J[MTJIATES
KIRSTEN ANDERSON
KARl ACOSTA
JEN ANTHONY
AMY BLICKENSTAFF
TARA BROWN
KAREN CAMPLESE
NATALIE COLEMAN
KIM EDBERG
AIMEE EVERTS
RHONDA FOWLER
BROOKE GEORGE
LISA HAMMAR
HEATHER HOPP

ALEX JOHNSTON
BECCA KEIL
CRISTIN KING
MARCI NELSON
KATIE NEWMAN
JODI NICHOLS
KIM NYHOUS
JANEL PETTIBON
KATIE REIN
LESLIE SCARLETT
KRISTA THOMAS
KRISTIN WALTER
JESSICA YOUNG

Jason Jimerson
B.A. Sociology, Earl ham College
M.A. Sociology, University of Virginia
Ph.D. Candidate, Sociology, University of Chicago

RESEARCH
IIFORMAT1ON
Largest Library of information in U.S.
-

all subjects
Order Catag today with Visa/MC or COD

KOMMh 800-351-0222
In Calif (213) 477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research IntormaUon
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

WE NEED
SELF-MOTiVATED
STUDENTS.
EARN UP TO $10/HR.
Market credft cards on campus.
Flexible houts.
Only 10 posftions available.

Call Now
1-800•950-8472 Ext. 20

$1000

"I don't know how anybody gets through college today
without a Macintosh. Sometimes I have so many assignments
that I barely have time for sleep.Yet my Macintosh allows me
to get my work done on time—without making sacrifices.
"Working on my dissertation and field studies means
collecting an incredible amount of information. So jumping
from one program to another with ease is
imperative, as is quickly making charts and
graphs. By enabling me to do these things,
!
\
Macintosh probably saves me an hour
and a half each day.
'Another great thing about the Macintosh
is that it makes you feel technically confident. Remember putting toys together
when you were a kid? Who reads the
directions? Nobody. You look at the picture
of the bike and you know exactly what
to do, The Macintosh operates the same
-way. I actually taught a friend to use one
in two minutes.
What would my life be hke without
a Macintosh7 Scars

See your Apple Rep in the SUB
on October 12 from 9am - 4pm

IN

JUST
ONE

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.
Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

Why do people love Macintosh'?
Ask them.

This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
-

id

Me ci990 Apple Computer. Inc.Appte.the Apple logo,and
cintoSh a e registeredt adenra ks at Apple Computer, Inc

Sports -
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Crist, Linfield spoil Logger homecoming
"It was a
good game
anda
competitive
game. I think
it was a
game of two
fairly equal
Ifootball
Iteams."
a-

Logger receiver John Batacan burns Linfield deep late in the first quarter o( play. Batacan finished the game with five cathces and was chosen Flakey fakes's Player of the week.

By Bruno Zalubil
Staff Writer
On Saturday, 3,500 fans crammed
into Baker stadium to watch the 1990
Logger Homecoming football game
against the Linfield Wildcats. Puget
Sound came up with some impressive
drives and kept the game close, but it
was not enough as Linfield defeated the
Loggers 27-17.
On their first possession, the
Wildcats drove the ball 82 yards in 10
plays for their first touchdown of the
season. Linfield quarterback Todd
Crist, who had a career high 305 yards
passing, displayed great poise in the
pocket amidst the attacking Logger
defense.
Not to be outdone, freshman Logger
quarterback Jason Olson engineered a
drive of his own. Beginning on the
Puget Sound 13 yard line, Olson
marched the Logger offense to the
Linfield five yard line, highlighted by
a 29 yard diving catch by LeMoin
Garrard. The drive ended triumphantly
two plays later, when Olson connected
with Doug Elam for the Loggers first

score, locking the game at 7-7.
On their next possession Linfield
marched down the field on the Logger
defense. After six running plays and a
short pass, quarterback Todd Christ
threw another touchdown strike to
regain the lead 14-7.
However, with 4:48 remaining in
the half, the Loggers once again tied
the score. On a draw, sophomore Gary
McCurty rushed 13 yards for Puget
Sound's second touchdown. After Matt
Campbell converted his second PAT,
the two teams went into the lockeroom
tied at 14-14.
In the third quarter the Puget Sound
offense opened with the ball and stalled
at the 45 yard line. Linfield took the
ball and drove the length of the field to
score the go ahead touchdown. But the
Loggers remained optimistic, for the
ensuing extra point was off target and
the score remained 20-14.
Attempting to take advantage of the
missed extra point, the Logger offense
began another drive towards the end of
the third quarter. Starting near midfield, the Loggers drove six plays,
highlighted by a 23 yard pass reception
to tight end Scott Scherick. However,

the Logger offense stalled at Linfields
15 yard line and Puget Sound had to
settle for a field goal. That was the
closest the Loggers would get.
Linfield finished off the scoring for
the day with a 17 yard pass for their
fourth touchdown, handing Puget
Sound a dissapointing 27-17 defeat.
Even in defeat, their were some
positive notes on the Logger football
team. Jason Olson had 15
completions for 219 yards and Gary
McCurty rushed for 90 yards and one
touchdown. Wide receiver John
Batacan caught five passes for 91 yards
including a 34 yard reception in the
late stages of the game.
On defense, Jeff Johnson served as
an intimidating force up the middle,
ending with a game high of 12 tackles.
ana Kon INess eacu liaa a

quarterback sack while Jose Castanon
tallied a pass deflection and six tackles.
Tom Donnelly and Dan Purdy both had
interceptions.
Head coach Ross Hjelseth had some
closing remarks on the Logger defeat.
"It was a good game and a
competitive game. We felt our players
kept coming back being down 7-0, 140, we came back to tie it and continued
to battle," said hjelscth.
"I think it was a game of two fairly
equal football teams. The things we
need to work on the offensive side of
the ball are the consistency factor and
eliminating the penalties as we again
had four offside calls," said Hjelseth.
"Defensively we allowed Linfield to
control the ball too much. We did not
commit any penalties and were pleased
witn tnat.

SI

•1

Logger Line

I

W.

Women's Soccer

Cross Country

The puget sound women had just
one game on the agenda last week, a
game with Norhtwest Collegiate
Soccer Conference opponent
University of Portland. The Pilots
were ready for the challenge on Sunday
in Porland as they bombed the Loggers
with 35 shots on goal resulting in 6
goals and a 6-0 win
The loss moved the Loggers to 1-2
in NCSC play, 3-6-2 overall. The
Loggers could get just 3 shots on goal
and not a single corner kick in the
contest. The Pilots led at the half 2-0.
the Loggers are struggliing through
injury problems with four starters on
the bench. Jennifer Jurgensen, Laura
Coleman, Lucinda Gorman an Kari
Eckberg all missed the Portland contest
and are questionable for this week's
action.

Arter a week without competition,
the Logger Cross Country runners head
for Willamette this weekend. The
women will run the normal 5
kilometer race, while the men's race is
8 kilometers. Coach Joe Peyton noted
that the team is still in the look-andsee stage, but he expects strong
performances from Wanth Howlett and
Ann grande, as well as Mark Horse,
Matt Mandrones, Matt Ellis, and Josh
Montgomery.
Coach Peyton added that Katie Rein
is running closer to Ann Grande and is
looking strong. Peyton isn't sure what
to expect for competition at the race.
Although it isn't clear which teams
will be competing, Peyton said that all
competitions are important. Eight men
and 11 women will compete for Puget
Sound.

A
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"SURE, I USE PRODUCTS THAT HELP ME
LOOK MY BEST. THE REAL BEAUTY
Is THAT THEY'RE NOT ANIMAL-TESTED:"
4111W&,

Everyone can agree with
actress Ana-Alicia - its
Inhumane to test personal
care products on animals,
Now there's an easy way for
you to identify which products are not. Watch for

Society of the United States starting in October
and make every choice a beautiful one.
Look for displays with this seal wherever you buy
your personal care products. Or write The Humane
Society of the United States for more iufoemation
so this program.

19%

THE HUM.4E SOCIETY

The Bcaotiful Choice' symbol from The Humane
5,

0 INQ Isn Hm,n,So,'snn

010 i,00nOSiaO 5511111

/

Washington. D.C. 20037

1-800-372-0800
(For membership Inquiries and
"Beautiful Choice' campaign information)
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Men's soccer sends Whitman packing
Mark Dilwig
Staff Writci
Whitman should have foreseen a bad
day ahead as a stray dog joined the
Logger atttack. The Loggers won 1-0,
but the score did not indicate their
dominance of Whitman They
aggressively attacked the Whitman
goal throughout the game.
The only score of the game occured
about six minutes into the game when
Jeff Caba shot a penalty kick into the
lower right corner to put the Loggers
up 1-0. That was all the scoring the
Loggers would need as Logger goalie
Brant Witzel played a spectacular
game, shutting out Whitman. Witzel
averted a goal midway through the
second half and three minutes later he
bounded to block a shot at the lower
left corner of the goal.
Brant wasn't the only excellent
goalie on the field. The Whitman
goalie kept the Loggers to only one
goal, fending off Logger attacks for
most of the day. The Loggers Raised
their Record to 4-3 with this win and
left Coach Freeman very happy as he
stated" We came Out ready to play
today and it showed."
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Ian Wells has been a dominant force on the Logger attack and is one of the reasons the men's soccer team is enjoying successs.

Lady Loggers look for consistency
By Jason Snyder
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The lady Loggers play Seattle Pacific at home in the Memorial Fieldhouse.

I.

10

Staff Writer
The University of Puget Sound
volleyball team, after starting the year
winning 9 of 11 matches has been
struggling of late. After a loss to
Seattle Pacific in the Whitworth
Tournament on September 15th, the
Loggers fell to rival Pacific Lutheran
in straight sets. The Lady Loggers
also battled the highly regarded
Portland State Vikings. Puget Sound
played tough but also fell to Portland
State in three sets.
However, when Seattle Pacific came
to the memorial Fieldhouse for a
rematch, it was exactly what the doctor
ordered for Puget Sound. The Loggers
evened the score with a decisive 15-8,
15-5, 15-11 victory over the Falcons.
The match was highlighted by good
team play and solid individual
performances. Seniors Jill Fox and
Jan Robinson recorded 16 and 13 kills
respectively, and setter Leslie Ota
tallied 31 assists for the Loggers. The
win boosted Puget Sound's district
record to 2-1, and their overall record to
10-5.

The Loggers then traveled to
Western Washington and suffered a
hard fought five-set defeat at the hands
of the Vikings. Once again, Fox and
Robinson led the way with 31 and 25
kills, and Ota took credit for 60
assists, as the Loggers came back from
8-2 deficits in both sets four and five,
but failed to capitalize on match points
on the final set. Fortunately the
Loggers will have a chance to avenge
their loss as the Vikings venture into
the Fieldhouse, October 16th.
This weekend, the Lady Loggers will
host their 10th annual University of
Puget Sound volleyball tournament at
the Fieldhouse. The tourney will
feature highly ranked NCAA Division
II Air Force Academy, several district
foes, and defending champs, the
University of British Columbia. The
Loggers play three matches on Friday:
against UBC at 11:15, Seattle Pacific
at 1:45, and the Airforce Academy at
3:00. Depending on Friday's results
Puget Sound will play on Saturday,
also. Check the Athletic Department
for times.
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Staff Editorial

The uncertain future of
American civil rights
The confirmation of little known New Hampshire Judge David H. Souter to the
Supreme Court comes as no surprise to The Trail. In keeping with his tradition of
hiring obscure public figures, President Bush has once again stumped the American
public. And once again, through the medium of our elected representatives this time,
we bought it.
We know little of the man who is to become our 105th Justice. He has managed to
tight-lip his way through the Senate Confirmation Hearings without giving us a clear
picture of his constitutional opinions. We now have to hope that he doesn't harbor the
same strict conservative attitudes that Justices Antonia Scalia and William Rehnquist
have come to represent.
The national press has coined him as a "conservative liberal": one who seems to lean
to the right, but who sometimes puts on the appearance of a liberal. We hope this to be
more than a mere appearance. For as our fears would have it, Souter reflects the
conservative attitude dominant in the Court today. During his Senate Confirmation
Hearings, Souter gave us a little insight into his philosophy when he said, "I was in
law enforcement once, and there were times when I used to chafe over the difficulty that
law enforcement had in conforming to some of the Warren decisions." Souter is
referring to Earl Warren, the Chief Justice whose court in the 1960's broadened
constitutional protections for criminal defendants against the police.
We hope that this quotation is not microcosmic of Souter's beliefs. It would be a
disaster for our civil rights if he turns out to be another exponent of the Reagan-style

conservativism that seeks to curtail any freedom not somehow conducive to profit for
the few. What we need in the Court is someone who will champion the rights of the
individual--especially the individual who does not conform to the standards of rich,
white, Republican America. We hope that this is not the man we got in Souter. Only
time will tell.

111—O pinion
Initiative 120 offers a rational choice
By Jennifer L. Murawski
Editor
A couple of weeks ago a woman who could have passed for the all-American
grandmother bit my head off. I was at the Puyallup Fair as a Pro-Choice activist,
collecting signatures at a table labelled "Washington Initiative 120." She leaned over,
six inches from my face, and asked me if I'd thought about the abortion issue. I
responded that indeed I had. Then she asked me whether I realized that I would die one
day. I said that I did know that. And then she told me, "The day will come when you
will have to face the Lord, and you are going to have the souls of 150,000 fetuses in
your hands for all eternity."
She was shaking with conviction when
she said it. And I was shaking with
frustration when she left. I wanted to yell
back that one, just because I was sitting at
a Pro-Choice table, that didn't mean I was
pro-abortion. Two, that I was exercising
my right to gather signatures without
harassment, and she wasn't respecting that
right. And three, if she didn't like it, she
didn't have to sign it. But I didn't say
anything.
I resisted the urge to jump over the
table into the arena of the irrational where
so much of the battle about abortion is
being held. Rather than participate in
reasonable debate, overdemonstratjve
contenders vie for advantage on emotional
and religious grounds. Initiative 120 is the
ol iei'wi.
me act oriers

Washington voters a measure of choice. It provides state protection for the right of
abortion choices regardless of future Supreme Court decisions that might nullify the
state's present abortion laws. Titled the "Reproductive Privacy Act," Initiative 120
proposes, in the words of the petition, to "Protect the right of every woman in
Washington State to make her own private reproductive health decisions." It ensures a
woman's legal right to choose or refuse an abortion without government interference.
Under Initiative 120, an abortion can be performed only before the point in a
pregnancy when a fetus might survive
outside the uterus, or if it is necessary to
protect the life or health of the woman.
The initiative ensures the state's present
payment policies regarding abortion. If the
state provides a low-income woman with
reproductive health care, then all options
of that care are open to her, including
abortion.

0I

On January 4, 1991, 200,000
signatures must be presented to the
Secretary of State, to ensure that the
Washington legislature will consider The
Reproductive Privacy Act during its next
legislative session. Be rational, sign a
petition.
-.
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I need to be as close to help as
possible. The 911 system was developed
and implemented to allow swift, direct
access to that help--to avoid having to
look for a phone number or use the
operator as an intermediary.
For us, security is an intermediary.
By forcing our calls for help to go
through them, they are adding a link to
the chain and lengthening the response
time. And slowing down the process by
even a few seconds might mean the
differunce between life and death.
Also, by asking a student dispatcher to
assess the situation they are putting the
endangered student at the subjective
whim of someone who is nowhere near
the problem. There have been cases
where 911 operators have mistakenly
assumed that the person on the phone
was only joking. People have died.
I would further argue that Security is
virtually powerless. They do not have a
fire truck or protective clothing. They are
not equipped with state-of-the-art
lifesaving equipment and aren't trained as
paramedics anyway.
Beyond that, say the scenario were
different and I was alone in my house and
a psycho broke in. I do not need security
to tell me I am in danger. I need the
police.
This guy will put a knife to my throat,
violate my body and then end my life.
And my fellow student. with the blue

Dial 911 and
get security?
...

I was recently told something very
disturbing.
Suppose you walk into your Lawrence
street residence and smoke is pouring
from the kitchen. You run into the
kitchen to find the stove has exploded,
flames are engulfing the wall and the
refrigerator is in various stages of
disintegration
toxic chemicals are
everywhere.
But it gets worse. A piece of glass
from the oven door has wedged itself in
your housemate's arm and she has lost a
substantial amount of blood.
What do you do?
It stands to reason that you would call
911 and attempt to get you housemate
out of the kitchen.
Ah, says the insightful, well-educated
student at the University of Puget Sound.
You must dial 9-911.
Wrong.
At the University of Puget Sound you
cannot call 911. You can also not call 9911. It has been arranged that either of
these two digit combinations will put
you in contact with Security.
Security must then assess the situation
before the emergency care system is
activated and help is summoned.
This is outrageous!
-

II[ Mike

'II I,

D&D is not OK
As a patriotic American, one deeply
troubled by the moral decay which this
country has seen in the past few decades,
I am thoroughly distressed at the recent
appearance of the
on this
campus.
This newsletter openly solicits
participation in such evil and dangerous
"games" as Paranoia, so-called "Middle
Earth Role-Playing," and worst of all,
Dungeons and Demons, er, Dragons.
Despite my extensive efforts to ostracize
participants in these fantasy games,
several students were so brash as to
publicize the fact that they engage in
these sordid amusements.

Gamemaster

Contestants in these games frequently
lose touch with reality; indeed, the very
reason that they play games like
Dungeons and Dragons is to act out their
wild fantasies. As they distance
themselves from reality, they become
increasingly unable to maintain their
schizophrenic lifestyles. Eventually, they
are completely engrossed in a fantasy
world, and social conventions and
morality lose all meaning for them.

/

fronically, Mr. Gulley (publisher of the
wrote, I am still not
sure what version of the rules we will be
using (for Dungeons and Dragons)." Mr.
Gulley, your quandry is already solved.
There are no rules in the lawless fantasy
society of Dungeons and Dragons.
Mr. Gulley himself concedes that D &
D has a sinister side. Originally, he said
he did not have time to be a so-called
Dungeon Master. It is not a choice for
him, however. The game has possessed
him, and clearly the overwhelming power
of the game forced him to participate.
"What can I say?" he asks. Such a
response is the only one possible; what
can he possibly say to defend his utter
inability to avoid D & D?
For those who have not yet figured
things Out, I cheerfully point out that
this is an university, not an arcade. Dare
I suggest that these so-called "students"
might benefit from spending their time
studying rather than idling away,
destroying their minds and souls on a
putrid diet of fantasy role-playing? Mr.
Gulley thinks he is doing this campus a
favor by allowing people to squander
hours in trivial pursuits. He could do a
far greater favor by establishing a
rehabilitation center for students whose
lives are held captive by that terrible
tyrant, the role-playing game.
R.W. Kahler

Gamemaster),
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Rugby shirt and the heavy-duty flashlight
isn't going to be able to do a damn thing
about it.
Antje Spethmann
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PURCHASE '
Tacoma Mall

Red Robin
Magnolia HI-Fl
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